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Motivation

In the Collaborative Research Cen-

ter SFB401 “Modulation of Flow and

Fluid-Structure Interaction at Air-

plane Wings” wind tunnel readings

with an elastic model will be carried

out. The wing corresponds to a cruise

configuration of scale 1:28, whose su-

percritical cross-section is described

in two AGARD reports [3]. IGES

data has to be provided for both the

manufacturing software and the grid

generation. The aim is to end up

with the ideal situation of a ”water

tight” sparse geometry description by

untrimmed B-spline patches. Wind Tunnel Model

Profiles

Design ordinates and tolerances

of the 2D cross-sections are pro-

vided. Approximation and fair-

ing methods have to fulfill several

constraints. The ordinates of 87

points for the profile with relative

thickness 11% are given, start and

end point is (1, 0), the leading edge

is crossed vertically at (0, 0). The

tolerance for the remaining data

points is 1.7 · 10−4. Towards the

fuselage the relative thickness of

the lower part is enlarged.

Ordinates and normalized

cross-sections of 11% and

15% relative thickness

The given points are approximated by cubic splines. In this context

it is of utmost importance that the generated curves are fair, because

unsmooth curvature may have significant influence on the flow solution.
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Curvature plot and pressure distribution on wing surface

computed by the adaptive finite volume solver quadflow.

Left: unfaired approximation of profile cross section. Right:

faired cross section.
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Top View

The multi-parted back-swept wing is defined by the front position of the

cross-sections (Ai), their depth (li) and the relative position R with re-

spect to A4, which can be used to vary the form of the wing tip. Between

the cross-sections the wing consists of ruled surfaces and therefore the

wing without the tip can be represented by a spline of order (4, 2).

Wing Tip

The wing tip is constructed by a B-spline/Bezier-patch of order (4, 3)

with GC1-continuity at the crossing from wing to tip.

The control points of the second

row lie on the elongation of the

outer control polygon segments of

the airfoil. These points are pro-

jected to the xy-plane and then

compressed to get the chord-length

given by R.

Control points

Wing tip

For grid generation purposes the wing cap has to be reparameterized,

since the original construction contains a singularity.

Reparameterization of the wing tip, lower side

Mounting Unit

The mounting unit is given by top and front view and some rounding

values. To avoid gaps the fillet is not computed as trimmed surface. The

B-spline representing the cross-section at the fuselage is split into five

parts by knot insertion and the fillet and the mounting unit is computed

as one block.
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Top and front view of mounting unit with continuation

Unconstrained plot of upper and lower surface of the fillet

The second row of control points of the fillet can be used to design a

more or less rapid change from the wing to the inclined part. The same

is due at the transition to the mounting unit.

Final result

Winglet

At a later stage of the project it was decided to add a winglet to the

original set-up. The cross sections are rotated by 60 degrees and pro-

longed to maintain the original span width. In order to construct this a

sufficient number of control points is generated by knot insertion.

Control points of winglet construction

Final result

Model Fuselage

To reduce the influence from the wind

tunnel wall a simplified half of a fuse-

lage was designed. We compute a

periodic elliptical GC2 surface. A

stretching function is applied to the

back part and a straight layer is in-

serted. Here the knot-vector has to

be carefully adjusted.
Top view of the overall

configuration

Complete model with wind tunnel fuselage

An inner offset surface has to be computed for further detailed construc-

tion and manufacturing. All the inner equipment, the cables and the

sensors, have to remain inside this surface.

Control points and part of inner offset surface
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